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The Science Citation Index of Eugene Garfield considers the number of citations of a paper in subsequent journal literature as a reliable measure of its importance/influence in contemporary research. Depending on how often papers in a journal are cited, it is assigned an impact factor (IF). Leading or top journals have therefore high IFs. Even Garfield would not have expected that those who distribute money, positions and awards would resort to evaluate scientists not by the intrinsic merit of their scientific contributions, but by proxy indicators of performance like IF of journals containing their publications. Instead of fighting this insidious development, scientists the world over have caved in and become increasingly desperate to publish in a few top journals. In an incisive and timely article in a recent issue of Nature, Lawrence1 sums up the situation tersely and succinctly. ‘If we publish in a top journal we have arrived, if we don’t we haven’t . . . .’

The result is an audit society in which each (proxy) indicator is invested with a specious accuracy and becomes an end in itself . . . . Although there are good reasons for publishing papers where they are more likely to be read, when we give the journal priority over the science, we turn ourselves into philistines in our own world.’

In India, a small minority of scientists (mainly in physics and chemistry) publish in top journals, while a majority settle for any foreign journal equivalent to or a shade better than a corresponding Indian journal2.

Lawrence1 analyses how authors, editors and reviewers are forced, often beyond their best intentions, to grapple with the chase for top journals. Fearing their work being scooped, authors do not wait until a piece of research is finished and can carry a convincing message, but submit it at the earliest possible moment. Findings are sliced as thin as salami and submitted to different top journals to either produce more papers or increase the success rate of a few. Other strategies include hyping the results to make them look topical, tenuous links to a feared human disease, futuristic technology or wonder product, oversimplification for appeal and compression of results into a much shorter format than required for easier comprehension. With his experience to present the work in the best possible light, the group leader writes up the work done by a junior scientist, who in the meantime toils away in the laboratory bench increasing productivity rather than learning to write-up results himself.

With too many submissions to send out for peer review, editors are forced to prune the list themselves. ‘In this they play safe and favour the fashionable, familiar and expected over the flaky and unexpected – or original. Inevitably mistakes are made.’ They also tend to delegate many of their responsibilities to reviewers.

Reviewers/referees, unlike referees/umpires in sports, are not neutral, non-playing judges, but working scientists themselves. With too little time to assess many manuscripts comprehensively and natural tendency to protect one’s own interests, there can be conflicts, as referees too are after all, human. Authors are often at the receiving end of their interaction with editors and anonymous reviewers, and hence some ‘resort to charm offensives’ with editors.

Alarmed at the undesirable consequences to obsession with top journals, Lawrence1 appeals to authors, reviewers and editors to act to protect the quality of research and prescribe some remedial measures. What struck me about his appeal is its striking similarity to Ramaseshan’s appeal about a decade ago to scientists, editors and reviewers to act to protect Indian science – at a different level2.

The issue of established and top Indian scientists publishing their best papers in foreign journals has been discussed in different fora3–5, and hence need not concern us here. What I think has not been discussed sufficiently is why a vast majority of Indian scientists (of all ages) prefer foreign journals which are no better or only marginally so, compared to Indian journals. The articles of Lawrence1, Ramaseshan3 and Arunachalam4 set me thinking about any deliberate steps that might attract a sizable fraction of Indian papers that now seek foreign journals. As a result I have the following suggestions.

The Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore; Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi and National Academy of Sciences, Allahabad together publish 15 core journals, excluding Current Science, Resonance and Indian Journal of History of Science, which is quite large – perhaps exceeding those published by science academies of any other country.

The first task is to promote academy journals in overseas libraries for wider readership, even if sporadic or casual initially. Arunachalam4 suggests that academy journals could be sent to carefully chosen libraries around the world for two or three years with the cost underwritten by DST or DSIR. It may also be necessary to increase frequency of their publication to not less than six per year, to ensure rapid publications of accepted manuscripts.

Most libraries abroad will be persuaded to subscribe to core journals of science academies of a large country like India, if they are a reasonable number – say 5 or 6 and not 15. It should be feasible for the three academies to form a mutually supportive alliance or consortium only for the purpose of bringing out 5–6 core journals as publications of the Science Academies of India.

Each academy can take full responsibility for the publication of one or two of the core journals through an editorial board for each. The most salutary outcome of this arrangement could be a friendly and healthy competition among the three academies and attendant subtle, but sustained pressure on Fellows belonging to each of the core subjects not to be found wanting in their efforts to promote the respective journals to international visibility and reputation. Fellows may opt to publish at least one of their better papers each year in the core journals. Current Science can carry the contents page of each journal for the benefit of Indian scientists.

Arunachalam and Srinivasan4, provided some interesting statistics on India's publications in the four years 1989–92 in SCI journals worldwide. In the year 1992, for which much more information is furnished, Indians (from India) published
more than 11,000 papers in SCI journals. About 200 papers (mainly in physics, chemistry, materials, medicine, and not mathematics) were in star journals. If one discounts a large number of Letters to the Editor in *Clinical Medicine and Biomedicine*, the number is close to 100.

It is doubtful whether scientists of any other major country with a long scientific tradition would chase as many as 1600 journals of variable quality published outside the country in just one year. What drives Indian scientists to do this when most such journals are not only mediocre but also would be too scarce in Indian libraries to be read by fellow Indian scientists? Ramaseshan aply describes this as 'instead of attracting a larger and (discriminating) audience, they (Indian authors) are speaking in a larger auditorium in which most of the seats are empty.' According to Ramaseshan and Arunachalam and Srinivasan, the main reasons for this could be the conviction of Indian scientists that Indian funding agencies and science administrators rate publications in foreign journals as better than those in Indian journals. To extend Lawrence’s succinct description in the Indian context, if you publish in a top journal, you have arrived and conquered; if you publish in any foreign journal, you have arrived, and if you publish in Indian journals, you have arrived in the wrong place.

With increasing migration of Indian papers to foreign journals for whatever reason, one would expect concomitant loss of submissions to Indian SCI or equivalent journals, forcing them to grab whatever is submitted to them. But the statistics on the acceptance and rejection of manuscripts by better Indian journals is surprisingly different. For instance, in 1999 ten research journals of the Indian Academy of Sciences among them received a total of 2469 submissions, accepted 1242 (~50%), rejected 894 with the remaining 330 still to be decided. Assuming the rejection rate of Indian manuscripts in foreign journals is a modest 30%, it will translate into at least 4000 manuscripts rejected by SCI journals worldwide in 1992. Imagine how much effort, time and money would have been spent on these works and what was their eventual fate.

It was noted earlier that a large majority of foreign journals in which Indians publish are of variable quality and reputation, and more importantly would be scarce in Indian libraries, with most of them struggling to subscribe to even better Indian journals. The latter would preclude fellow Indian scientists from seeing and reading such publications, leave alone confirming or disputing the findings and hopefully building on them. This will defeat the very rationale of supporting research projects in India, namely to nurture and develop a scientific culture and temper in the country. If findings of Indian papers in foreign journals are confirmed elsewhere and proved illuminating and influential, Indian scientists would be largely ignorant of the same for the reason stated above. So Indian funding agencies and science administrators (managers) should not give undue weightage to foreign publications, but try to assess the intrinsic merit of one’s research work.

A more important issue is whether a more responsive or proactive review process in better Indian journals could have attracted a sizable fraction of publications which now seek foreign journals, and more importantly salvaged many publications rejected at present by SCI journals both in India and outside. Deshpande recommends that reviewers (Indian) should play the more demanding role of a friend, philosopher and guide to the authors, rather than just a censor or regulator. It may be argued that most Indian reviewers, being busy with their own research work, would be reluctant to devote the time and effort necessary to carefully go through a manuscript, see whether it contains some substance, indicate where it is faulty or unclear, and then suggest specific steps to the author for its improvement and hopefully eventual acceptance. But is not that exactly what is expected of them when the author, often a young and aspiring scientist has put in several months, if not years, of his effort for that paper? Reviewers have a duty to help the authors, help the advancement of science in India, often from grassroots level and help journals publish useful papers.

Although academy journals should perhaps retain anonymous reviews for discretionary use, they can take the initiative to encourage open peer review to facilitate direct interaction between reviewers and authors. The reviewer will be forced to make an objective, carefully reasoned and courteous review with a palpable intent to help rather than tear down. Rude, patronizing or demeaning remarks will be under check, as will be intentional or unintentional delays in review reports. Quite often, authors refuse to accept any weakness or alternative interpretation pointed out by reviewers. But this should be the sign of a scientific debate. The editor can in such cases use his discretion to publish both the paper and as well as the reviewer’s comments (remarks), which should be a stimulating experience for the readership. There can be also other indirect or unexpected benefits. For example, the credentials of the referee mentioned at the end of a paper can be a much better index of its quality than other proxy indicators now used.

International scientific community will be curious to watch our new and innovative experiment with open peer review and may even be attracted to feel ‘our waters’.

In conclusion, an honest, objective, responsive, proactive and helpful review of a submitted manuscript is hard to do and takes time. It is a commendable endeavour that can be accomplished quite comfortably out in the open. It can then facilitate a friendly and direct interaction between reviewers and scientist authors especially in their early careers, that can go a long way in the nurture and development of science from grassroots level in India.
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